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The Inevitable Growing Light

T

he Ageless Wisdom, a term used to refer to the knowledge of the Scientific
Realities of our planetary evolution within the multidimensional Cosmos, was
mostly brought in and shared via incarnated units of the 5 th Kingdom, what we
presently call the Hierarchy. Actual writing was first used around 3200 BC, and
we have multitudes of such writings in many languages which concern the Ageless
Wisdom. Of primary importance in the “western world”, we had the 200 year (500-300
BC) Golden age of Greece in during which individuals such as Plato, Sappho,
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and many others presented the Ageless Wisdom in
writing.
This rather brief introduction or harbinger of the unavoidable Evolution of the Light was
followed by the hardnosed totally repressive, Retrogressive response called the Roman
Empire. This response dominated human existence for some 200 years. As we know,
the unavoidable super powerful response of the Light to this 200 year retrogressive
blockage was the reappearance of the Wisdom through the appearance of Jesus/Christ
and the apostles.
This appearance lasting only some 20 or so years was quickly and brutally snuffed out
by the Retrogressors. (The list of those who have been murdered because they were perceived as a
threat to the Retrogressors’ power structure has thousands of names on it, including Abraham Lincoln,
Jack Kennedy, Martin Luther King. and Robert Kennedy.) However, His appearance was the

message. As we know Jesus did not own anything! Jesus did not belong to any
church. Jesus was not a member of any religion. He was actually a Scientist trying to
demonstrate (kind of showing and telling) the Reality of a nondense infinite cosmos. He
walked on water; he healed the sick; he even came back from the so called dead. As
He pointed out, “Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever believes in me will also do the works that I
do.” none of these were “miracles” they were acts of Wisdom.
His appearance begins the AD period. It opened the door even wider to the Reality of
the multidimensional Cosmos, to the inner divinity of every human being, and to Love,
the basic energy of this, the Second Solar system. This reality is stronger today than it
has ever been. His appearance some 2000+ years ago “inaugurated the "age of
love" and gave to the people an expression of a new divine aspect, that of love.”
Education in the New Age P.53

As far as any reliable data goes, the Wisdom or “Teachings” of the Christ were
delivered with Love or Heart Energy. They were not long prepared super intellectual
discourses given to the then intelligentsia. They were shared in the moment, in actions,
and orally in the language and capacity of the individual or the gathering of people with
whom He was talking. Any written portions of Jesus/Christ’s oral teachings or
descriptions of his actions that we have are the products of individuals. Some of these
are direct quotes actually written by individuals who were present when Christ spoke or
acted in some fashion.
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Besides this we have the thousands upon thousands of pages of what is called Dogma!
This reappearance of the Wisdom in the form of Jesus/Christ initiated the present phase
of the Great Unfolding and the beginning of the AD period. The Wisdom Teachings of
the Golden Age—the works of Pythagoras, Anaxagoras, Socrates, Plato’s dialogues for
example—all but disappeared from the planet until the fourteen hundreds AD. During,
and for some time after the “Dark Ages”, the Wisdom, “the scientific facts of the
multidimensional Cosmos”, what there was of it, was carried primarily by the poets,
dramatists of various stripes, song writers and minstrels. And then in early 1400 we had
the explosive appearance of the Renaissance: The rediscovery of Plato, new music and
poetry—such as Dante Alighieri’s The Inferno, Purgatorio, Paradiso— and sculpture
such as Michelangelo’s The Creation of Adam.
And of course, as the Golden age of Greece had its Sophists, the Renaissance had
Machiavelli. Machiavelli pointed out among a great number of other things that “Politics
have no relation to morals.” And that “It is better to be feared than loved, if you cannot
be both.”
Machiavelli’s influence on politics and particularly on political philosophy helped drive
and maintain the ancient delusion of the one-dimensional reality that had driven the
creation of the divine Right of Kings and the personal ownership of, basically, everything
for centuries. This trend resulted in the Hierarchy calling a conclave around about the
year 1500 A.D. Master D.K. notes, “As far as the work of the second ray was concerned
(which had to do with the impartation of spiritual truth) there had come to be what I
might call a complete exteriorisation of that truth. [Truth had lost any “spiritual” existence
and had become totally identified with forms.] The activity of the first ray had also brought
about an intense differentiation and crystallization among the nations and governments
of the world.” TWM p. 402 The reign of Louis 14 from 1643 to 1715 was actually one long
war about who was the “biggest and bestest” King. It is a good example of the
crystallization of the ancient delusion regarding the Divine Right of Kings.
In the period between 15 and 17 hundred, in the daily life of the planet, we have the
beginning of the shift of power from the “King/Ownership” thing to the rapidly growing
presence of “Business/Ownership”. Corporations began to appear in early 1600. There
was a gradual change of costumes from king and duke stuff to “business suits” and the
replacement of awkward to move around gold with “money” or notes of some kind.
Most significant was the gradual replacement of the power of Royalty by the power of
Business Owners. This was not much of a change in terms of the individuals, as it was
a change in sources of income, from ownership of land to ownership of businesses.
Basically, everything remained the same. Royalty still owned the land, There was the
same Class superiority. By and large they were the same people who owned just about
everything, from dense physical real estate to formless things like various kinds of
businesses. The title of power changed from King to CEO.
The Retrogressor’s assault continued long after the Roman Empire fell. It Changed
Names and ever so slightly Forms, but primarily continued the anciently deliberately
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manifested delusion of a one dimensional world in which the powerful few own and rule
over everything & everyone. This situation continued, modifying the external trappings
but maintaining the essential power of the few over the rest, until the creation of the
United States in1781. “The final break or division between the so-called black and white
forces, for this particular world cycle, will take place during the period of the sixth root
race in the present round.” Treatise on White Magic P. 544
From this beginning we have been seeing, very up close, for the last 100 years the
gradual but inevitable destruction and replacement of the Retrogressive delusion of a
separate reality in which might makes right, and the best people have all the marbles
with, for want of a better name, what we call Democracy. (We could make a longish
list.) At this very moment, the huge gap between a tiny group(724 individuals) of
billionaires mostly hidden in the darkness of vast wealth and the 30,000,000 human
beings living in poverty is oh so obvious! When the rubber band is stretched too far, it
breaks. “Out of the shattered form of the fifth subrace of the fifth root race, built up under the
fifth Ray of Concrete Knowledge, with the aid of the fifth Law of Fixation, will emerge the sixth
subrace of brotherly love—love shown in the realization of the one life latent in each Son of God.
Treatise On Cosmic Fire p.596”

In the Age of Love the thought polarity for energizing any Human action has been slowly
but relentlessly shifting from an astral/mental polarity to a Mental/Heart polarity. This is
the appearance of the 6th subrace of the 5th Round. This was and is the polarity of all of
the known and unknown Heroes of at least the last 5 hundred years…make a list. This
shift in polarity generates form construction based on the power of Love to create forms
based in the intuitively revealed Principled needs of the unfolding Plan rather than the
separative dense physical desires of an individual’s mind and personality.
In the last forty years, the speed of this process, typical of an approaching denouement,
has exploded. Rather than working from the part toward the manifestation of a selfcentered product, Humanity is now working from the Whole, the Principle, via the
Intuitive Heart into a harmonious manifestation of the Principle. You know.
From the point of Light within the Mind of God
Let light stream forth into the minds of men.
Let Light descend on Earth.
From the point of Love within the Heart of God
Let love stream forth into the hearts of men.
May Christ return to Earth.
From the center where the Will of God is known
Let purpose guide the little wills of men—
The purpose which the Masters know and serve.
From the center which we call the race of men
Let the Plan of Love and Light workout.
And may it seal the door where evil dwells.
Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth!
-tom carney
June 1, 2021
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